Duck follicle enter different reproductive phases throughout life, and follicle 14 gene expression patterns differ according to these phases. In particular, differentially 15 expressed genes and related to development of follicle (mRNAs) play an important role 16
INTRODUCTION
to calculate its expression level, as indicated by RPKM. Based on the significance values, 142 593 and 518 differentially expressed genes were detected in the comparative analyses 143 between FL and YD, and OD and FL, respectively. The expression levels of the divergent genes identified in pairwise comparisons were 147 clustered in distinct groups. Among the divergent genes identified in the comparison 148 between FL and YD, five genes were significantly downregulated with age and formed a 149 group clustered by expression levels in young ducks (Cluster No. 1, Table 1 ; divergent 150 gene names, descriptions, and cluster numbers are provided in the supplementary tables 151 1.); two genes showed significant swing expression patterns (i.e., high, low, and high 
